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Zhenzhong ding 真重鼎 (JC: 2149), 186
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Zha zong 乍乍鼎 (JC: 113), 129
Zhabo gui 乍伯簋 (Wenwu 19925, 54), 118
Zheng Qiangbo gui 湛光伯簋 (JC: 639), 210
Zheng Yi Qiangfu gui 齊義父簋 (JC: 4392),
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Allan, Sarah, 22
Ancient Duke (or Danfu 简父), 47
migration to Qiyi, 143
Anding Commandery 安定郡, 51
Ankang 安康, 55
Anyang: as Shang capital, 19, 27, 55
appointment inscriptions, 9
earliest examples, 95
geographical distribution, 117
as institutional invention, 95
see also bronze inscriptions
archaeological material
classification, 7–8
disadvantage of, 8
use of, in different disciplines, 21–22
archaeology
implication for recovering social conditions, 23–24
importance to the study of Western Zhou state, 23–24
as link between history and geography, 21–22
possibility for revealing Zhou’s weakening, 116–17
special relation to history, 22
of Zhou heartland, 40–49
see also Qin, regional states, Shandong, Yan, Yangzi River
Arian, 15
aristocratic families
history, 127–29
power of, 126–27, 129–31
of Wei River valley, 121
see also landed properties
Ba 河, 32, 50
Baicao 河曹, 50
Bailizhen 百里鎮, 51
Baixián 柏隴, 169
Baishui 柏水, 169
Baiyu Mountain, 160
Bamboo Annals (or Zhushu jinian 竹書紀年), 13, 16, 17, 99, 105, 198–202
authenticity of, 13–14, 147
cronology of King You’s reign, 347
chronology of second conquest, 307
discrepancies between Ancient and Current versions, 347–49
general historical value of, 13
on fall of Western Zhou, 218–20
importance to Western Zhou history, 13–14
on late King Xuan, 138
on war with Xianyun, 150
see also textual records
Bangjiao 芭蕉, 121
Bangjun 芭蕉君, 125
Bao 葆
location of, 203
Bao Si 葆始, 26, 195
accused of destroying Zhou, 201
demonized, 202
as “female weapon,” 200
historiographical development of her role, 198–202
story of, 199–200
Bao Si bian 葆始辩 (Debating Bao Si), 196
Baozi 奔子, 74
Baoji City 宝鸡, 35, 253
Baoji County 宝雞縣, 254
Baozhong County 宝中縣, 203
Beidongcun 北東村, 338
Beipinggao 北平高, 72
Beiyao 北耀, 63
Beizhao 北趙, 173
Benzong 奔宗, 139
Bi 碧, 6, 60, 113
Bianjiuzhuang 连家莊, 275
Bin 邈 (or Jingshi 亁陽)
location, 160, 161
as pre-dynastic Zhou center, 143, 149, 160
relation with Xun, 161
Bin Plateau 盤庚, 161
Bingbei 井陘, 50
Binting 傳亭, 160
Binxian 邁縣, 33
Binxian 邁縣, 160
Biyang 亁陽, 317
Blakeley, Barry, 112
on Danyang as Chu center, 328
Bo (or Dangshie 落社), 274
Bo Fu 伯服 (or Bo Pan 伯磐), 197, 214
Bo Hefu 伯和父 (or Shi Hefu 世蘇父), 106
career constructed from inscriptions, 93, 106–07, 110
date suggested by inscriptions, 107
see also Gonghe He
Bo Maifu 伯馬父, 208
Bo Maofu 伯馬父, 318
Bo Fu 伯夫, 338
Book of Documents (or Shangshu 尚書), 11, 202
Book of Poetry (or Shijing 詩經), 11, 50, 51, 54, 115
on aftermath of Zhou's fall, 237–39
challenge to use as historical sources, 12–3
date of, 12, 207–08
on politics of King You's reign, 205–13
reflection on Zhou institution, 208
on state of Shen, 137
see also textual records
Border Protector (or yufang 驿方), 103, 331
meaning of, 330
see also Elou
Boshan 博山 Mountains, 308
Boshi 伯士 as Quanrong chief, 145
Boshi伯氏 as Zhou commander in Buqi gui, 153
identification of, 153
Bronze Age, 7
bronze inscriptions, 21
bias of, 9–10
on communication between royal court and
tRegional states, 117–19
as historical sources, 9–10
on land-granting, 123–24
rules determining women's names, 186
silence on the fall of Western Zhou, 194
Western Zhou, relation to geography, 19
see also appointment inscriptions; inscribed
bronzes
Cai 戴, 74
location of, 74
Caishu 戴書, 65
Cambridge History of Ancient China, 22, 293
Cao 曹, 73
location of, 73
Cen, Zhongmian 僖仲敏, 172
Central Plain (or eastern plain), 24, 58, 70, 72, 73
cultural integration with Wei River valley,
81–82
local culture of, 77–80
Chai, Xiaoming 蔡熿明 on Hebei pottery, 340
Chan 潮 River, 63
Chang, Kwang-chih, 7
Chang'an: invaded in AD 765, 39
as ancient Chinese capital, 40
Changfu 長父 as ruler of Yang, 158, 173
Changhe 嘉和
Changwu 長武, 33
Changyi County 昌邑縣, 73
Changzhi 長治, 61, 322–23
Changzi Gou 長子indre, 245
Changzi Kou 長子口, 176
Chao Cuo 趙國, 282, 284
Chaoxian 趙縣, 322
Chaoyu 鞠域 Shizhuitou 之州語 type: as local
culture in Baqiu area, 37
Chen 陳, 48, 75
location of, 75
Chen, Huan 陳樊 on location of Taiyuan,
167
Chen, Mengjia 陳家 on Lai, 316
Chen, Pan 陳磐, 73, 89
on Zheng lineage, 248
Chen, Xingcan 陳星灿 on sources of bronze,
318
Chencang County 陳仓縣, 254
Chenchen 建辰, 62
Cheng 楚城, 73, 308
location of, 308
Chengfu County 沈父縣, 70
Cheng-Kang Peace, 12, 281, 283
Chengwu County 楚武縣, 73
Chengzhou 成周, see Luoyi
Chongling 同陵 County, 329
Chuo 縣 location of, 304, 328
Chunsu 淳於, 39, 179
Chuxian 楚縣, 318
Cixian 景縣, 68, 82
Clarke, David
on relation between textual records and
archaeology, 22
on relation between tribal units and
archaeological cultures, 23
climate: Shang-early Western Zhou, 60
Cohen, David: on Dongyi, 323
commandery-county system, 281, 283–84
Confucius
on Book of Poetry, 12
on Western Zhou dynasty, 1, 194
Cook, Constance, 125
Creed, Herrlee, 7
dilemma theory about Western Zhou state,
280
on historical value of bronze inscriptions, 9
on Zhou finance, 122
Cui, Shu 蘇述, 65
on fall of Western Zhou, 196–97
on founding of Lu, 306
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Cui, Shu (cont.)
on relation between Western Rong and Shen, 223
see also Feng Hao kaoxin lu
Cui Lequan on Qufu pottery, 315
Du Ji 唐己 202
Dabi 大比 as Quanrong chief, 145
Dubuzhuan 大塚山 266
bronzes and their date, 271–72
Dadiwan 大地湾, 35
Dafanhuazhuang 大樊侯莊, 249
Dahong 大洪 Mountains, 319
Dai 戴, 75
location of, 75
Dali 大里 169, 171
Dali 大理 River, 40
Daling 大凌 River valley, 318
Dalu Marsh 大樂澤, 66, 60
Daolu 大陸 lineage
examination by the Western Rong, 270
as forerunner of Qin, 236
location of, 266
marriage with Western Shen, 263
relation to Zhou, 268–70
see also Qin
Dan 丹 River, 61
Danfeng 丹鳳, 55
Dali 藥父, see Ancient Duke
Dantu 丹徒, 322
Danyang 丹陽
as Chu center, 318
see also Blakeley
Danyang 丹陽 in Jianggu, 313
Daojing 大清 River, 334
Daoqingdong 大清洞 new archaeological excavations and implications for Song, 75–76
Dawen 大汶 River fault, 303
Daxi 大溪 River, 32, 230
Daxinzhuang 大辛莊, 19, 306
Dayi Shang 大伊堂, 55
Dayuanchun 大原村, 41
Dazong 大宗, see Zengfa
decline of Western Zhou
definition of decline, 6, 92–93
first foreign invasion, 96
mid-Western Zhou transition, 3, 95–96
political disorder, 97–101, 102
reasons for decline, 91–92
spatial crisis in the west, 187–88, 189
see also Western Zhou state
Deng 鄧, 138
Denggong Cheng 鄧公乘, 329, 330
Di 戴, 68
Di Cosmo, Nicola
on King Mu’s campaign against Quanrong, 145
on nature of frontier, 174–75
on Northern Zone communities, 144, 291
see also Northern Zone Complex
“Dili zhi” 地理志 (or “Geographical Records”), 20
Ding, Shan 山丁, 328
Dingtiao County 定陶縣, 71, 75
Dong Commandery 東隴, 72
Dong, Zuobin 趙作賓 on Shang campaign against Renfang, 306
Dongjiacun 洞家村, 46
Dongjialin 洞家林, 331
Dongquanxiang 東泉湘, 264
Dongyi 東夷, 95, 307, 313
Dongbuhuan 豐伯原, 32
dou 72, 78
Dowmenzhen 斗門鎮, 43
Du Yu 杜鈞, 71
Duanjin 斗津 (Cutting off the Jing River), 33
Duke Ai of Qi 烏, 98
Duke Grand Scribe (or Gong Taishi 大史)’s, 118, 117
identification, 327
Duke Huan of Zheng 鄭桓公 (or Prince Duofu 多父), 214, 235, 246, 247
heritage of, 246
Duke Mu 穆公, 95, 128
Duke Ming 明公 (or Mingbo 明镈), 63, 313
Duke of Bi 偃公, 327
Duke of Guo 葛公
campaign against Quanrong, 146
see also Western Guo
Duke of Guo, Chou 鄭 (or Han 篇), 261
Duke of Guo, Gu 郭 (or Han 篇), or Gu Shi 軍師, 195, 201, 242, 261, 291
identified with Han, 242
Duke of Guo, Ji 賈公, 261
Duke of Guo, Linfu 林父, 261
Duke of Qin 秦公, 265
identification of bronzes, 271–73
Duke of Shao 尉公 (or Grand Protector), 66, 204, 331, 336–37
heritage of, 336
Duke of Teng 腾宣公, 305
Duke of Zha 端公, 145
Duke of Zhai, Dun 典公, 215
Duke of Zhou 周公, 11, 21, 93, 111, 204
possible family cemetery of, 48
Duke Wen of Guo 戚文公, 260
Duke Wen of Qin 秦文公 move to Wei River plain, 275
Duke Wu 張公, 147
date of, and related inscriptions, 131–32
power of, 130–31
Duke Wu of Zheng 經武公, 249, 333
Duke Xiang of Qin 秦襄公 campaign into Wei River plain, 275
Duke Xuan of Guo 賢文公, 260
Duke Yi 益公, 97
Duke Zhuang of Qin 泰庄公, 270
Duoyou 多友
date of, 132, 150
road to battleground, 165
E 鄂
archaeology of, 330–31
location of, 330
see also Ehou
E 鄂 garrison, 328
early Chinese state, 1, 193–95
defined, 1
Eastern Guo 東虢
location of, 74, 249
see also Guo
Eastern Shen 東申 location and historical origin, 226
Eastern Zhou 東周 233
political transition to, 241–43
time defined, 233
eastward migration
impact on politics of Central Plain, 277
impact on Zhou court, 277
as massive movement, 245–46, 277
of Qin, 273–76
of Western Guo, 258–61
of Zheng, 246–50
of Zhou court, 243–45
see also Qin, Western Guo, Western Zhou state, Zheng
Ehou 鄂侯 (ruler of E), 3, 330
rebellion of, 103–05, 331
Eight Armies of Chengzhou 成周, 94, 103, 313
Ezhou City 鄄州, 330
Falkenhausen, Lothar von
on cultural homogenization during Eastern Zhou, 293–94
on Guo tombs, 255
on Qufu material, 315
on religious use of bronzes, 10
on transfer of inscriptions onto bronzes, 9
fall of Western Zhou, 4
compared to the fall of Qin Empire, 281, 283
final combat reinterpreted, 219–21
geography of the fall reconfigured, 230–31
historical consequences, 193
impact on Wei River society, 239–40
problems in Confucian interpretation, 202–03
problems in geography of, 223–24
as subject of political discourse, 194–96
see also Western Zhou state
Fan 樊, 72
Fan 翼, 209
Fan, Shifeng 樊士鋒, 163
Fang 方, 328
Fang, Shanzhu 方善柱, 208
Fangcheng 方城, 319
construction of, 319
Fanheng 范侯, 209
Feizi 富子, 263
Fen 河 (valley), 30, 82
communication with eastern plain, 83–84
communication with Wei River valley, 83
cultural relation to Wei River valley, 88
Feng 汾
destruction of, 240
as Zhou capital, 30–44
Feng RenFn Ren, 48
Feng 滑 (River), 32, 41
Fengbo 滑伯, 107
Fengchu 滑丘, 46
Feng Hao kaoxin lu 方 Hao kaoxin lu, 196
see also Cai Shu
Fenghaocun 豐鎬村, 43
“Fengjian” 封建, 25, 116
as institution, 110–11, 281, 283, 341
meaning of, 110
Fengjing 滑京, 247
Fengxiang 滑陽, 39, 49
Fengyang 滑陽, 318
Ferrill, Arthur, 92
feudalism
criticism of, 110
of Europe, 110
of Western Zhou, 110–11, 280, 281, 282
feudal-vassalistic institution, 112
Finley, M. I.: on relation between history and archaeology, 22
First Emperor, 2, 282, 284
Five Cities (or wuyi 五邑), 56, 130
frontier of Western Zhou
complexity of, 187
cultural symbiosis in, 176–83
political relations in, 183–87
as zones of co-existence, 174–75
see also Di Cosmo
Fu, Sinian 封氏, on move of regional states, 89
Fu Chen 封辰, 71
Fucheng County 楚城, 70
Fufeng 甫陵, 46
Fuhou 甫侯 (or Lihou 吕侯), 230
Fushan Guoyuan 豐山國院, 323
Fuxian 富賢, 35
Fuyang 富陽, 96
Ganquan Ganquan 盪泉, 35, 171
Gao 高, 73
location of, 73
Gaolü 高陸, 173
Gaolu 髙陵, 40
gaoxin 吳新, 167
Gaoxin 高新, 155, 169, 173
Gaozu of Han, Emperor, 284
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Ge 郭, 75
location of, 75
Geng 恭, 87
geography
approaches to historical geography, 19–20
possibility and methods to recover Western Zhou geography, 19, 20
relation to human society, 18
value of geographical records, 20–21
see also Fen River valley, Hebei, Jing River valley, landscape, Shandong, Shang, Wei River valley, Western Zhou state, Yangzi Gezhuang 葛莊, 68
Grand Protector, see Duke of Shao
Gong County 公縣, 72
Gong Pool, 164
Gong Taishi 公大史, see Duke Grand Scribe Gong, 公 in Henan, 51
Gong 龜
location in upper Jing River valley, 164
Gongbo He 共伯和
identified with Bo Hefu, 106
as regent, 105–07, 134
see also Bo Hefu
Gonggu 龜谷, 118
Gongjue County 公族縣, 305
Great Wall of Qin, 167
Great Zheng Palace 大興宮, 246
Gu, Yanwu 顧炎武 on location of Taiyuan, 165
Gu, Li garrison, 96
Guai 無
as foreign state, 183
relation to Zhou, 185
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as sub-lineage of Guo, 253, 216, 258
as supporter of King You–Bao Si party, 255–61
see also Guo
Western Rong 西戎 (or Quanrong 夏戎) or
Xianyun 賤戎, 142, 150, 193, 216, 219,
270
location of, 221–22
as Quanrong, 343
as Xianyun, 345
see also Quanrong, Xianyun
Western Shen 西申, 216
alliance with Western Rong and Zeng, 216
attacked under King Xuan, 226
in bronze inscriptions, 195, 235
historiographical tradition on, 224–25
location of, 227–28
relation to Qin, 225, 228
see also Southern Shen
Western Zhou state, 2, 3, 4, 5, 18, 20, 21, 30
bureaucratization of Zhou government, 95
definition of, 2
economic relations, 122–23, 124
expansion and geographical extent, 1, 236,
300, 341–42
as force of cultural assimilation, 292–93
geopolitical reconfiguration of, 233–34
impact on China, 285
methods of government, 92
official appointment and career, 122
political control over regional states, 115–16
as political lesson for empires, 283–85
power axis of, 30, 60
state and royal power compared to Shang,
55–57
see also decline of Western Zhou, fall of
Western Zhou, regional states
Wey 魏: location of, 67
Wey furen 威夫人 (Lady of Wey), 67
Whittaker, C. R.: on nature of frontier, 175
Wu, Hung, 10
Wu Gong 武公, 65
Wu Pass 武關, 32
Wubo 呂伯, 230
Wuding 黃帝, 39
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General index

Tianshi 天水, 33
communication with Baoji, 37
Tianzi 天子, see Son of Heaven
Tiaorong 條戎, 119
Tong, Shuye 蒐莒夷, 224
Tongbi 通 biopsy, 201, 220
Town of Guo, 復城, 254
tudunmu 土墳墓, see mound-tombs
tuien 推恩 (extending imperial favor), 284
Tunxi 屯溪, 323
Turmoil of the Eight Kings, 285
Tuyu 鐵頭, 169, 171
upper Wei 流河 (valley) landscape of, 33–35
see also Qin
Upper Xiajiadian 戶家店 culture, 323, 338
Waifang 外方, 58
Wan County 湛縣, 137, 222
Wang, Alie: on Shang–Zhou cosmology, 236, 300
Wang, Eman 王恩民 on Qufu pottery, 315
Wang, Guowei 王國維 on identity of Xianyun, 143
on identity of Xianyun, 143
on regional rulers calling themselves king, 187
on relation between Xianyun and Quanrong, 344
on roads of Xianyun invasion, 159
Wang Jiang 王江, 177, 304, 305
Wangcheng 王城 see Luoyi
Wangchuan 湖川, 48
Wangfu 王府, 306
Wangji 王畿, 330
Wangji 王畿, see royal domain
Wangquan County 王泉, 87
war with Xianyun, 6
battle of 823 BC, 151–53
battle of 816 BC, 154, 156
battle of 815 BC, 154–56
battle of 786 BC, 222
battle of Duoyou ding, 47–49
as chariot warfare, 199
geography of, 165–71
impact on Zhou society, 190–93
short line of defense, 188–89
see also Xianyun
Wei 魏, 87
Wei 徽 family, 128
Wei 流 River (valley or plain), 2, 27
destruction of Zhou center on, 239, 240–41
governmental disadvantage, 141
landscape of, 30–32
political landscape at beginning of Eastern Zhou, 274–75
Wei 流 River, 303
General index

Wugong 武功 49
Wuling 武陵 319
Wuqi 吴姬 172
Wuyi 山東 92
Xia Shang 夏商 5
Xi 河西 219
Xin County 西forc 266
Xia Dynasty 小西 1
Xian 内蒙 309
Xia–Shang–Zhou Chronology Project 27
Xiang 陽 in Shandong 317
Xiang 阳 in Henan 204
location of 204
Xiangguo County 襄國縣 68
Xiangxiang 襄西縣 74
Xiangyang 襄陽 70
Xianyang 西安 4
Xianyang 西安 103, 105, 142
cultural background and geographical setting, 144–45
in historiographical context, 142–44
incursion into Zhou territory, 188–89
possible relation to archaeological cultures, 187–98, 189
see also Quanrong, Western Rong
Xiao Pass 獅門 32, 37, 39
Xiaotaitougu 小洞溝 306, 318
Xiaogan 湘官 325
Xiaoling 小陵 River valley 318
Xiaoliuzhuang 小劉莊 308
Xiaoqinling 小秦嶺 58
Xiaoshan 小山 48
xianzhang 小章 193
Xiaquancun 下渠村 44
Xiayaoqu 下窩村 81
Xibo Jiuj 彈伯吉父 153
Xichui 西垂 (Western March) 271
Xicun 西村 49
Xi'e County 西嶽縣 330
Xie 楚 site of rival king, 242
Xianzian 西縣 74, 96
Xinfeng City 新豐市 33
Xiaoqingquan 小情泉 182
Xihan 西漢 River 266
Xihexiang 西河縣 55
Xincun 十村 67
Xindian 十店村 35
Xinfeng County 新豐縣 220
Xing 西ning location of 68–69
Xingzhou 西州 西域府 68
Xingping 西平 223
Xing 陽 68
Xingyang 西陽 61, 235
Xingyang County 西陽縣 74
Xinji 新集 50
Xinping Commandery 新平forc 160
Xinping County 新平縣 162
Xintai 新泰 76
Xinwangcheng 新旺村 41
Xinqu 陽 72
Xinyang 西陽 226
Xinzheng 新政 82, 235
Xiong'er 狼耳 58
Xiongnu 休奴, 39, 142
invasion, 39
Xiuwu 興武 72
Xi County 西縣 155, 172
Xiheguan County 西河縣 68
Xu 統 73
location of, 75
Xu, Shaohua 徐少華
on Eastern Sheng, 226
on state of Lü, 229
Xu, Xixia 徐錫霞 46
Xuchang 武昌 75
Xue 謝 317
location of, 317
Xuefeng 吳峰 Mountains, 319
Xujianian 徐家鶴 176
Xuan County 蘇縣 149, 161
location of, 161
road to, 164
Xunxian 潛縣 67
Xunyi 蘇邑, 39, 160, 161
Xunyi County 蘇邑縣, 160
Xinyu 綿陽 (Cambridge.org) 143
Xuyu 西域 200
Xuzhi 萊子 71
Xutong 徐通 96
Yan 燕 78
archaeology of, 335
expansion into southern Liaoning, 338–39
founding of, 336–37
interruption of communication, mid-Western Zhou, 339–40
location, 337
Yan (or Gai 開): as Shang ally, 307
Yan County 楮縣 72
Yanchang 延長, 180
Yandunshan 燕登山 322
Yang 楊 173
Yangjiacun 楊家村, 48
Yangjiati 楊家台 189
Yangquan 前曲縣 165
Yangwen 楊汶, 61
Yangzhong 楊中, 149
Yangzi River (valley or region), 33
communication between middle Yangzi and Yangzi delta, 319
delta, archaeological discoveries and cultural setting, 322–33
General index

Yangzi River (valley or region) (cont.)
delta, communication with north, and interruption, 324
delta, local bronze types, 323
geography of Zhou campaign in middle Yangzi, 328–29
middle Yangzi in archaeology, 325
natural condition of, 319
Zhou expansion into, 327–29
Yanjin 延津, 72
Yannen 淄門, 172
Yanshan 被山 Mountains, 2
Yantai 烟台, 183
Ye, Wansong 萬松 28
Yewang County 杲陽, 62
Yi 右 (Yu 左), 51
location of, 51, 322
Yi Zhouhu 趙周書, 124
Yicheng County 畿城縣, 86
Yifu 華胥 (Yi Prisoner), 317
Yihu 夔虎, 328
Ying 應, 69, 70
location of, 74
Ying 應 River, 61
Ying Bo 應伯, 70
Ying Man 應曼, 69
Ying Shi 應事, 69
Yingcheng 應城, 70
Yingchuan Commandery 應川郡, 70
Yinghou 應侯, 70
Yingjiu 應集, 328
Yuhai 海山 Mountain, 303
Yiyang 應陽, 60, 322
Yiyang Commandery 應陽郡, 74
Yiyang Commandery 應陽郡, 329
Yong 營, 72
location of, 72
Yong County 營陵, 259
Yong’an County 永安縣, 87
Yongningbao 永凝堡, 87
Yongzhou 永州, 39
Yu 宥, 209
Yu 子, 62, 72
location of, 62
Yu 隕, 49
local cultural characters, 183
Yu, Fuwei 富微, 78
Yu zhuan guang deng隔間隔, 172
Yuan 圓, 72
location of, 72
Yuan Prefecture 圓州, 167
Yuanbo 愈伯, 90
Yuanqu 圓曲, 81
Yuanxiang 愈相, 73
Yubo 愈伯, 49
Yucun 宇村, 180
Yufang 應方, see Border Protector
Yuhou 愈侯 (ruler of Yu or Yi), 322
Yujia 宇家, 311
Yujian 卜君眠, 50
Yulin 榆林, 96, 246
Yumi County 齊陵縣, 72
Yumeng 雲夢 Marsh (or Great Marsh), 319
Yuyang 應陽, 146, 147, 172
Yuyang County 應陽縣, 337
Yuyang Palace 應陽宮, 247
Zai 季 (Superintendent), 206
Ze 禹, 49, 248
relation with Zhou state, 186–87
surname of, 186, 248
zeng 祚 as silk, 202
Zeng 陳 in Shandong, 317
Zeng (or Zeng 禪)
royal attack on, 216
as state in the west, 23, 202
Zenghou Yi 塞侯乙, 329
Zhao 炎 (lineage), 146
Zhaigong iali, 146
Zhaihong 桂匈, 146
Zhao, Guangxian 曹光縣, 196
Zhao, Jiangzhou 陳州, 196
Zhao, Pingfeng 陳平, 196
Zhao, Sengjiao 陳奏, 196
Zhao, Songjiao, 196
Zhang County 標州, 67
Zhaojialai 趙家來, 49
Zhaojia 達家, 309
Zhenduo 應多, 73
Zheng 鄭 (as city), 16
as base of former Zheng lineage, 247–48
as base of Jing lineage, 247
in bronze inscriptions, 247
location of, 246–47
as royal site, 247
Zheng 鄭 (as state), 25
date of move east, 248–49, 311–54
Zheng County 鄭陵, 246
Zheng Guo Canal 鄭國渠, 169
Zheng Ji 鄭姬, 248
Zheng Jiang 鄭江, 248
Zhengqiao 鄭橋, 248
Zhengqiao 鄭橋, 196
Zheng Shenni 鄭申尼, 172
Zhengyuan 鄭原, 247
Zhenyuan County 陣原縣, 167
Zhi 質, 105
Zhi County 棗陵, 83, 204
### General index

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Entry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>Zhifangtou 紫陽頭</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>Zhiyanghen 出陽鎮</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>225</td>
<td>Zhong Chengfu 仲壽父</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>Zhong Shanfu 仲山父: mission to Qi, 118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Zhong Shang 中湘</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>209</td>
<td>Zhong Yun 中雲</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>179</td>
<td>Zhongning 中寧</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>169, 173</td>
<td>Zhongshan Mountain, 169, 173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83, 84</td>
<td>Zhongtiao Mountain, 83, 84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>330</td>
<td>Zhongzi Youfu 中子右父</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Zhou conquest of Shang, 27 campaign, 62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>date of, 27 road of, 62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>see also Nivison, Pankenier, Shaughnessy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21, 48</td>
<td>Zhougongmiao 周公廟</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>311</td>
<td>Zhoujiacun 周家村</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Zhouxianzhen 周先鎮</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Zhouyi (Book of Changes), 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76, 317</td>
<td>Zhu (or Zou 祝), 76, 317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>317</td>
<td>Zhu 周 (or Zou 祝), 317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129</td>
<td>Zhu, Fenghan 朱風翰 on aristocratic lineage, 129 on royal power, 129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>347</td>
<td>Zhu, Youzeng 朱右曾: reconstruction of Ancient Bamboo Annals, 347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164</td>
<td>Zhu Xi 朱熹 on location of Gong, 164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>317</td>
<td>Zhuanya 朱冶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49, 173, 183</td>
<td>Zhuyuan 司馬迁, 49, 173, 183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Zi Yafu 子牙父</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>153</td>
<td>Zibai 子白</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>185</td>
<td>Zigui 襄歸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Zifu 子午</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>334</td>
<td>Ziya 子牙 River, 334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220</td>
<td>Zizhi tongjian waiji 試志通鑑外記, 220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Zou, Heng 曹, 41, 84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>209</td>
<td>Zouzi 子子</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Zou, Heng 曹, 41, 84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>Zuo 子</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>Zuo 趙, 72 location of, 72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>203</td>
<td>Zuocheng County 趙城縣</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Zuozhuan 趙詁 (Zuo Commentary), 14, 17, 71, 74 on Guo, 257 on political transition to Eastern Zhou, 241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>347</td>
<td>Zhu, Youzeng 朱右曾: reconstruction of Ancient Bamboo Annals, 347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>312</td>
<td>Zouzi 子子</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>203</td>
<td>Zuocheng County 趙城縣</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Zuozhuan 趙詁 (Zuo Commentary), 14, 17, 71, 74 on Guo, 257 on political transition to Eastern Zhou, 241</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>